Host AGM-Rob says:
############ Begin Scimitar Mission #########

Host AGM-Rob says:
Cmdr. Bandra, Lt. Cmdr. Andersen and Lt. Cmdr. Buchanan are outside the station commander's office....but the door now reads "Captain Roy DeSoto, Station Commander." There is also a yeoman waiting.

AXO_Ander says:
CTO: Captain DeSoto? What happened to Captain Stanley?

CTO_Bucha says:
::trying not to pace around:: AXO: What... ::reads sign::

Host Yeoman says:
All: If you follow me, I will take you to Vice Admiral Stanley's office.

AXO_Ander says:
::shrugs, follows yeoman::

CTO_Bucha says:
AXO: ::whispers::  Vice Admiral?

AXO_Ander says:
::carries PADD with him::

FCO_More says:
::waits with the crew to board the Scimitar::

TO_Ahkile says:
::steps through the airlock onto the USS Scimitar...smells::  Self: The air is sweet. Maybe it is a good day to die.

CTO_Bucha says:
::PADD in hand...following yeoman::

Host Yeoman says:
::leads the Scimitar senior officers to the Vice Admiral's office::

CEOCraven says:
::steps through the airlock and onto the Scimitar::

FCO_More says:
Self: So this is an Akira-class vessel.

CTO_Bucha says:
::steps into the Vice Admiral's office and stands attentively::

CMOMcCell says:
::steps through the airlock, deep in PADDs of paperwork::

CSOCartig says:
::walking down the station's corridor, heading for the airlock that leads to the Scimitar::

AXO_Ander says:
::follows Buchanan into office::

ACOBandra says:
::follows yeoman into office::

FCO_More says:
::walks into a turbolift:: TL: Bridge.

FCO_More says:
::TL begins to move::

Host Yeoman says:
::drops them outside the Admiral's office, where his secretary is sitting::

TO_Ahkile says:
::heads to the nearest TL and notices the CEO:: CEO: Going up?

CMOMcCell says:
::runs after FCO:: FCO: Hold that turbolift.

Host Secretary says:
ACO, AXO, CTO: Can I help you?

FCO_More says:
TL: Hold turbolift.

FCO_More says:
::TL doors slide open::

ACOBandra says:
Secretary: Yes. We have a meeting with the Vice Admiral.

CEOCraven says:
::notices the TO speaking to him:: TO: Sure.

Host Secretary says:
ACO: He's running a little behind. Please have a seat.

AXO_Ander says:
::mentally prepares to make arguments::

TO_Ahkile says:
CEO: After you. ::steps into the TL::

FCO_More says:
CMO: Going to the bridge, sir?

AXO_Ander says:
::sits down::

ACOBandra says:
::thinking about the reason why they have a meeting, casts a disapproving glance at CTO and AXO:: Secretary: Very well, Any idea how long he'll be?

Host VA_Stanle says:
::takes a drink of his coffee::

CEOCraven says:
::steps into turbolift::

CTO_Bucha says:
::motions AXO to step over for a whisper::

Host Secretary says:
ACO: Another 9 minutes.

FCO_More says:
CMO: Going to the bridge, sir?

AXO_Ander says:
::gets up, goes to CTO::

TO_Ahkile says:
TL: Bridge.

ACOBandra says:
Secretary: Thank you. ::Sits::

CSOCartig says:
::walks through the airlock and into a TL:: TL: Bridge. ::hears the TL's hum::

CEOCraven says:
TL: Engineering.

CMOMcCell says:
FCO_More: Yep.

CTO_Bucha says:
AXO: ::whispering:: Under Directive 101 of Starfleet regs, I...we...can decline to answer any questioning...right?

FCO_More says:
TL: Bridge.

FCO_More says:
::TL begins to hum::

AXO_Ander says:
::whispers:: CTO: For now. Let's wait and see what happens.

AXO_Ander says:
::sits back down::

ACOBandra says:
::sees CTO and AXO, stands, nods at secretary and joins them...whispers:: AXO, CTO: Mind if I join?

CSOCartig says:
::TL settles to a stop at the bridge, steps out and walks towards Science 1::

DeSoto_CO says:
::sitting in his office::

TO_Ahkile says:
::TL stops at main engineering:: CEO: Your deck, I believe?

AXO_Ander says:
::whispers:: ACO: Not at all, sir. I'm sorry you had to be involved in any of this...especially considering it's been blown out of proportion.

FCO_More says:
::TL stops at the bridge::

Host VA_Stanle says:
::going over information on the Qualtin star system::

CEOCraven says:
TO: Thanks. ::walks out of the turbolift::

FCO_More says:
::walks out and takes his first look at the bridge......smiling from ear to ear::

ACOBandra says:
::whispers:: AXO: Blown out of proportion...the CTO here bought an illegal substance and then lied about why he did...

CSOCartig says:
::notices FCO standing at the turbolift::

CMOMcCell says:
::steps out onto bridge::

TO_Ahkile says:
TL: Resume.  ::TL continues to Deck 1::

ACOBandra says:
::whispers:: AXO: Or have I missed something?

CTO_Bucha says:
ACO: Wait...now...I never bought anything of the kind...uh, sir.

FCO_More says:
::drops out of trance and relives the crewman at conn::

AXO_Ander says:
::whispers:: ACO: Well...the fact that we never saw the substance...and the fact that, from what I've heard, the trade embargo against Romulus was lifted months ago.

Host VA_Stanle says:
::notes that starships from the Trontin and Qualloye are gearing up their fleets for deployment....wonders if it's so wise to send the Scimitar::

CEOCraven says:
::walks down the corridor and enters main engineering::

CMOMcCell says:
::steps up to the Ops console and types something with one hand, casually getting inventory status::

CSOCartig says:
::sits down at Science 1 and begins running diagnostic scans on the sensors::

ACOBandra says:
::whispers:: AXO: That still leaves the matter of the lie.

TO_Ahkile says:
::TL stops at Deck 1 and he walks out::

CSOCartig says:
::nods to the TO::

Host VA_Stanle says:
::puts aside the files he's working on and looks at his clock...time to deal with the Scimitar problem...he buzzes his yeoman::

AXO_Ander says:
::whispers:: ACO: There is that...but then Cap...err, Admiral Stanley asked him to tell the truth, and Cole did.

CEOCraven says:
::begins running diagnostic scans on ships systems::

FCO_More says:
::calls up a display of the Scimitar at his station::

TO_Ahkile says:
::notices the CSO and ignores him in the typical Vulcan manner::

CTO_Bucha says:
ACO/AXO: ::whispers:: I suppose under the influence or intoxication is a bad defense...huh?

CMOMcCell says:
FCP: Conn, engine status.

FCO_More says:
::wonders why starfleet put TWO vulcans on one ship and shivers::

TO_Ahkile says:
::heads to Tactical 1 and runs a diagnostic on the tactical systems::

Host Secretary says:
ACO: The admiral is ready to see you.

FCO_More says:
CMO: All systems ready, sir.

CTO_Bucha says:
::gulp::

AXO_Ander says:
::hears secretary, stands up and follows ACO::

ACOBandra says:
::whispers:: AXO: That hardly makes up for lying in the first place. CTO: No it isn't.

CTO_Bucha says:
::enters office and stands attentively::

ACOBandra says:
::enters office, stands at attention:: VAStanley: Sir, Cmdr. Bandra, Lt. Cmdr. Andersen, and Lt. Cmdr. Buchanan reporting as ordered, sir!

AXO_Ander says:
:stands at attention::

Host VA_Stanle says:
::sees the officers enter::

Host VA_Stanle says:
CTO: I do not know what Captain Ian-Bandra considers a good Starfleet officer. But if you are her idea of a good officer, I hate to consider the shape the rest of the Scimitar crew is in.

CTO_Bucha says:
::standing stonefaced::

CMOMcCell says:
CSO: Mr. Cartigan, how are the sensors coming allong?

TO_Ahkile says:
::notes tactical systems are normal except for a slight fluctuation in the starboard phaser array::  *CEO* It seems we have a power-feed problem in the starboard phaser array.

ACOBandra says:
::grits teeth at that comment::

CSOCartig says:
CMO: The sensors are running at full efficiency, sir.

CEOCraven says:
*TO* I'll have it checked out.

Host VA_Stanle says:
CTO: I read your statement...frankly, it seems you do not understand the situation you are in. Do you understand that there is enough here to conduct at least a general court-martial? And that's not counting the fact that no charge was made of making a false report by stating you were under Starfleet orders.

TO_Ahkile says:
*CEO*: Understood, sir.

CMOMcCell says:
CSO: You heard Bandra, he wants them as high as they can go...can you get them any better than Starfleet norms?

CEOCraven says:
::begins checking power feed levels to the phaser arrays::

TO_Ahkile says:
::turns around and checks the tactical inventory at the Tactical 2 station::

CTO_Bucha says:
::rigid...eyes straight::

Host VA_Stanle says:
AXO: As for you...as his senior officer present, you should have put a stop to the situation before it started...not to mention not supporting the lie.

CSOCartig says:
CMO: I'll get right on it.

CMOMcCell says:
TO: Mr. Ahkileez, how's tactical?

AXO_Ander says:
::wonders if Stanley even remembers what he said::

Host VA_Stanle says:
CTO: For the record, I want you to know that I know junior officers with better conduct than you.

ACOBandra says:
::wondering if this would have happened had he stayed on the station...or if Aurel hadn't fallen ill::

TO_Ahkile says:
::turns around to Dr. McCellan::  CMO: Adequate, sir. A minor fluctuation in one of the phaser arrays, but engineering is looking into it.

CTO_Bucha says:
::wants to blurt out in defense...but refrains::

CEOCraven says:
::adjusts power feed levels to the starboard phaser array::

Host VA_Stanle says:
CTO: Your actions have reflected poorly on yourself, the Scimitar and your commanding officer, Captain Aurel Ian-Bandra. Not to mention Starfleet.

AXO_Ander says:
::bides his time, waiting for a chance to reply::

CMOMcCell says:
TO: I want them back to nominal effeciency as soon as possible.

CMOMcCell says:
TO: They need to be fully operational for when we leave, just in case things get sticky.

CTO_Bucha says:
::can barely keep from eye-rolling...thinks, what does this have to do with anyone else?::

CSOCartig says:
*CEO* See if you can boost the sensor's scanning range.

CEOCraven says:
*CSO* All right.

TO_Ahkile says:
CMO: Understood. *CEO* Sir, what is the status of the phaser array?

Host VA_Stanle says:
All: However, I do not have the time right now to handle this matter. Therefore, the following is going to happen. Lt. Cmdr. Cole Buchanan, you are hereby barred from all social establishments on this base for a period of three months. Furthermore, you are barred from the station's bar for a period of six months.

CEOCraven says:
*TO* Problem should be fixed by now.

CEOCraven says:
::begins looking into increasing sensor range::

CTO_Bucha says:
::still standing rigid...eyes forward...like a rock::

TO_Ahkile says:
*CEO* Thank you. ::checks the status at Tac 1 and confirms:: CMO: The problem is corrected, sir.

CMOMcCell says:
TO: How's the torps?

Host VA_Stanle says:
All: Lt. Cmdr. Andersen, you will be barred from the station's bar for a period of one month.  Commander Bandra, I will leave any official punishment or recourse to you. But I warn you...if anything like this ever happens again, I will throw the book at those involved...including, if need be, senior officers failing to do their duties.

Host VA_Stanle says:
All: Understood?

ACOBandra says:
VAStanley: Understood, sir.

AXO_Ander says:
VAStanley: Aye, sir.

CEOCraven says:
::readjusts a few settings on the sensors::

CTO_Bucha says:
VAStanley: Understood, sir.

Host VA_Stanle says:
CTO, AXO: You're dismissed.

CMOMcCell says:
*CEO* Mr. Craven, what's the status of the warp core?

TO_Ahkile says:
CMO: I was about to check out our supply status. One moment, sir. ::turns and checks Tac 2:: CMO: We are short one. Shall I contact the Rampart CTO for a replacement?

AXO_Ander says:
VAStanley: Aye, sir. ::takes a step back, spins and exits::

CTO_Bucha says:
::turns with a snap in his step...and marches out of the office::

CEOCraven says:
*CMO* Core appears to be operating at high efficiency, sir.

CEOCraven says:
*CSO* How is the sensor range now?

Host VA_Stanle says:
::waits for the AXO and CTO to leave::

CTO_Bucha says:
::exits office and waits for Andersen::

ACOBandra says:
::still at attention::

CMOMcCell says:
*CEO* How's the rest of the systems? Any problems?

AXO_Ander says:
::exits office:: CTO: Head back to the ship...Ahkileez is making tactical preparations. I'll be along in a moment.

CEOCraven says:
*CMO* None that are apparent at the moment ,sir.

CSOCartig says:
*CEO* Good, the sensor range is increased significantly.

Host VA_Stanle says:
ACO: I am not sure what kind of ship you're running, mister, but this had better never ever happen again. I do not like being lied to...and senior officers should know better. Unless, of course, Captain Aurel Bandra encourages her officers to lie....well, Commander, is that the case?

CTO_Bucha says:
AXO: Aye. ::turns and heads to the airlock to board the Scimitar::

CMOMcCell says:
*CEO* Good, let's keep it that way.

ACOBandra says:
::bristles:: VAStanley: No sir, I assure you that is not the case.

AXO_Ander says:
::walks slowly to visiting XO's office::

CSOCartig says:
CMO: Sir, the sensors are operating above Starfleet regulations.

AXO_Ander says:
::enters office, picks up PADD with checklist and leaves::

CTO_Bucha says:
::walking through corridors on the station::

Host VA_Stanle says:
ACO: It better had not be. At ease, Commander...in fact, have a seat.

ACOBandra says:
::takes a seat:: VAStanley: Yes, sir.

CMOMcCell says:
CSO: Well done. How's your SO settling?

CTO_Bucha says:
::steps through airlock...  back home aboard the Scimitar....    feels good::

Host VA_Stanle says:
ACO: The Scimitar is being assigned to a peacekeeping mission in the Qualtin star system. Both the Trontin and Qualloye star systems are laying claim to Qualtin...here's where it gets tricky.

AXO_Ander says:
::decides...from now on, everything goes by the book::

AXO_Ander says:
::straightens jacket, heads for Scimitar airlock::

CSOCartig says:
CMO: She's settling in very nicely and learning the systems well.

CMOMcCell says:
CMO: Good...give her plenty of work. I know the position of assistant science officer can often get tediously slow.

ACOBandra says:
::figures the dressing down is over, relaxes a bit and listens to the VA::

TO_Ahkile says:
CMO: Should I contact the base CTO for supplies?

CMOMcCell says:
::reminds him of Lehari::

Host VA_Stanle says:
ACO: Both Trontin and Qualloye set up colonies on Qualtin Prime, so they each have a right. However, the people of Qualtin want nothing to do with either system.

CSOCartig says:
CMO: Aye, sir.

AXO_Ander says:
::nods to sentry at the airlock, steps onboard for first time in 48+ hours::

CTO_Bucha says:
::making way through Scimitar halls and into TL::

CMOMcCell says:
::Looks at the Ops console:: FCO: I'm showing a slight variance in the port plasma manifold...go check it out, engineering is busy.

CTO_Bucha says:
TL: Deck 6.

FCO_More says:
CMO: I can do that from my console, sir.

AXO_Ander says:
::approaches TL, gets in:: TL: Bridge.

Host VA_Stanle says:
ACO: The Qualtin have requested status within the Federation as an independent system. The other two would rather see Qualtin join their respective systems.

CMOMcCell says:
FCO: You don't seem to be doing much where you are, so I want it done with a tricorder.

ACOBandra says:
VA: By the people of Qualtin, do you mean the colonists...or are there natives to the region?

Host VA_Stanle says:
ACO: A combination of both...which further muddies the waters.

FCO_More says:
CMO: Yes, sir. ::mumble mumble::

AXO_Ander says:
::TL stops at bridge...and he steps out::

TO_Ahkile says:
CMO: Sir?

CTO_Bucha says:
::enters quarters and drops PADD on table...goes to the sink and washes face:: Self: That was a close one.

AXO_Ander says:
CMO: Commander McCellan...status report.

CMOMcCell says:
FCO: Oh, and Mr. More...try opening your mouth to speak...words come out better.

ACOBandra says:
VA: Are the natives warp-capable? And if so, were they so before the colonists arrived?

Host VA_Stanle says:
ACO: The worst part is both the Trontin and Qualloye fleets have moblized. And we believe they are heading for the Qualtin system...which has no fleet to defend it.

CTO_Bucha says:
::exits quarters for TL:: TL: Bridge.

CMOMcCell says:
AXO: All stations are at optimum, but I gave Mr. More some extra work with the port plasma manifold. Weapons, engines, sensors are at full...we're almost fully stocked. Nearly ready to go.

Host VA_Stanle says:
ACO: All their systems have warp capability. As for the natives...that is unknown. Also, neither of the systems are currently Federation members...and right now only Qualtin wants to join.

CMOMcCell says:
AXO: So, how did the hearing go?

FCO_More says:
::goes to turbolift::

CTO_Bucha says:
*TO*  How are we looking, Ensign?

AXO_Ander says:
CMO: Suffice it to say that Vice Admiral Stanley let us off easy.

FCO_More says:
::gets in::

AXO_Ander says:
CMO: How's sickbay shaping up?

FCO_More says:
TL: Engineering.

CMOMcCell says:
AXO: I'm glad.

CTO_Bucha says:
::TL rises to bridge and Cole exits::

TO_Ahkile says:
::notices the CTO:: CTO: Sir, I was about to contact the Rampart CTO to request an additional photon torpedo to top off our stores. Will you handle it , then?

FCO_More says:
::TL arrives at ME::

CMOMcCell says:
AXO: Ah yes. Preparation. I ordered our supplies beforehand and Brown stocked them...sickbay is ready for anything...almost.

AXO_Ander says:
::furrows eyebrow:: CMO: Almost?

CTO_Bucha says:
TO: No...carry on.

CMOMcCell says:
AXO: Well I don't think this one ship could cope if the whole quadrant caught the Torellian plague.

CMOMcCell says:
::grins::

FCO_More says:
*CMO* Problem solved, sir...shall I return to the bridge?

ACOBandra says:
VA: How many ships will these fleets contain, sir?

CTO_Bucha says:
TO: I will be in my office...Deck 3. I'll monitor systems from my computer station there.

AXO_Ander says:
CMO: Doctor...if we're deficient in one area, correct it. The captain should be coming back from Admiral Stanley's office any time now, and we'll need to be ready to go.

CMOMcCell says:
::Looks at Ops and sees no variation:: AXO: Oh, we're ready. You think More's finished down there, or should I give him more work? ::grins::

CTO_Bucha says:
::glances around the bridge at the busy crew and enters TL:: TL: Deck 3.

TO_Ahkile says:
CTO: Understood.

AXO_Ander says:
CMO: Very well. Recall Ensign More to the bridge.

CTO_Bucha says:
::Cole nods to TO as the TL doors close...and the TL carries him to deck 3::

Host VA_Stanle says:
ACO: We're not sure at this time. We're not even sure if they're heading to the Qualtin system. However, to be on the safe side, the Scimitar and one squardon from the 33rd Fighter Wing are going to be assigned in the system.

AXO_Ander says:
::walks to Ops station, checks comm board and transporter functions::

CMOMcCell says:
AXO: We're ready as this ship is capable of.

CMOMcCell says:
*FCO* Very well, return to the bridge.

FCO_More says:
::is already in the turbolift as the comunication comes in:: *CMO* Aye, sir.

ACOBandra says:
VA: Against an unknown number of ships from two star systems, bent on control of the one we'll be patrolling...why don't we just give the Qualtin system admission to the Federation?

CTO_Bucha says:
::arrives in office and calls up tactical situations monitor::

AXO_Ander says:
*Hansen* Bridge to Transporter Room 1...Chief, how are we looking?

FCO_More says:
::TL arrives at bridge::

CMOMcCell says:
AXO: I take it that I am now relieved of my little...command role...am I?

FCO_More says:
::gets out and takes the conn::

AXO_Ander says:
<Hansen>*AXO* Good to go, Commander. We picked up new staff and did routine maintenance.

TO_Ahkile says:
AXO: We have a vacancy in our torpedo supply.

CMOMcCell says:
FCO: Now wasn't that fun?

FCO_More says:
CMO: Yes, sir.

Host VA_Stanle says:
ACO: Because they just asked for membership...and last time I checked, it takes a while for membership to go through. Furthermore, the other two systems have contacted member worlds that they trade with and have demanded that they block their membership request.

CMOMcCell says:
FCO: Glad you agree.

AXO_Ander says:
*Hansen* Acknowledged. Andersen out. CMO: Affirmative, Doctor. Report back to sickbay.

CMOMcCell says:
AXO: Well, uh...it's certainly been fun...

AXO_Ander says:
TO: Did you report this vacancy to Commander Buchanan, Ensign?

Host VA_Stanle says:
ACO: Therefore, your mission is to stop a war. You will be in command of this mission, unless I say otherwise.  The 33rd's attached squadron will report to you.

ACOBandra says:
VA: Understood, sir...but I'm still unhappy about the Scimitar and one fighter wing being the only ships assinged. Or will there be others? And just how advanced are the races involved? Are we talking recent warp development, Federation level...or Borg?

CTO_Bucha says:
::routinely checking diagnostics of weapons compliment::

CEOCraven says:
::continues working in main engineering::

CSOCartig says:
::continues running scans of the sensors and the library computers::

TO_Ahkile says:
AXO: No, sir. I was under the impression that he was not yet on active duty.

Host VA_Stanle says:
ACO: That's one fighter squadron...not a wing. At this time, that is all that's being assigned...more may be assigned later. Your job is to stop the fighting, not battle both fleets.

AXO_Ander says:
TO: Contrary to what you've heard, Ensign, Commander Buchanan was never released from duty. Report the vacancy to him so we can request adequate replacements ASAP.

AXO_Ander says:
::walks back to The Chair and sits down, making notes on PADD::

ACOBandra says:
VA: Understood, sir. I wasn't planning to fight, but it would be nice to have the firepower to stop a battle if it started. How soon will we be shipping out?

TO_Ahkile says:
AXO: Aye, sir.

AXO_Ander says:
*CEO* Bridge to engineering...what's your status, Mr. Craven?

Host VA_Stanle says:
ACO: Therefore, the rules of engagement are as follows. No Starfleet vessel is to fire its weapons unless: A, you are fired on first and your lives are in danger...

CMOMcCell says:
::enters TL:: TL: Deck 3.

CEOCraven says:
*AXO*  Warp core and other ship's systems are working at high efficiency, sir.

Host VA_Stanle says:
ACO: ...and B, you have been given the order by me to go weapons free.

TO_Ahkile says:
*CTO*:  Sir, Lt. Cmdr. Andersen has ordered me to inform you about the low supply of photon torpedoes and ask you to contact Rampart Station supply.

AXO_Ander says:
*CEO* Always good to hear. Carry on. Bridge out.

Host VA_Stanle says:
ACO: That means even if the two fleets exchange fire, you cannot fire on them to break it up. Is that clear, Commander?

CTO_Bucha says:
*TO* Thank you...I'll inform them. Buchanan out.

CMOMcCell says:
::arrives on Deck 3 and approaches the CTO's office and rings the chime::

ACOBandra says:
VA: Yes, sir.

CTO_Bucha says:
::hears chime:: Come.

TO_Ahkile says:
::continues to run his diagnostics on the tactical systems::

CMOMcCell says:
::enters the CTO's office:: CTO: Thought you might be here.

CMOMcCell says:
CTO: I hear you got off easy then.

Host VA_Stanle says:
ACO: As to when you ship out...that depends on how long it takes you to get back to your ship. I'll be sending you written orders shortly. If there are no other questions, Commander, you're dismissed.

CTO_Bucha says:
CMO:  You could say that. ::smiling::

CMOMcCell says:
CTO: So what's the penalty?

CTO_Bucha says:
CMO: Can't go into the station bar for six months...or any social establishments on the station for three.

CMOMcCell says:
::grins:: CTO: I guess we need a new place to play darts...

AXO_Ander says:
::completes preflight report and forwards copies to ACO, Stanley and DeSoto::

ACOBandra says:
VA: No, sir, no more questions. ::stands to leave::

Host VA_Stanle says:
ACO: Oh, and Commander...like I said, what happened during shore leave had better never happen again.

ACOBandra says:
VA: It won't, sir.

CTO_Bucha says:
::opens channel to Station Ops::  COM: Station Ops: This is Lt. Cmdr. Buchanan, CTO on the Scimitar, requesting one photon torpedo to complete inventory...copy that?

ACOBandra says:
::turns to leave::

Host VA_Stanle says:
::contacts Station Ops to clear the Scimitar for departure::

DeSoto_CO says:
::leaves office for Station Ops::

ACOBandra says:
::heads for the door::

CTO_Bucha says:
*AXO/TO* I've ordered the last torp...they should be transporting it into place as we speak.

DeSoto_CO says:
COM: Scimitar: You are cleared to depart Scimitar at your convenience.

AXO_Ander says:
*CTO* Acknowledged.

TO_Ahkile says:
*CTO* Yes, sir.

FCO_More says:
AXO: Heading?

AXO_Ander says:
COM: DeSoto: Starbase 51, acknowledged and thanks. Scimitar out.

CTO_Bucha says:
CMO: This station is wacko...can't even load a full compliment of torps. ::smiling::

AXO_Ander says:
FCO: The captain hasn't arrived yet, Ensign. He has our destination.

Host AGM-Rob says:
ACTION: A mistake in Rampart's ordering system makes sure that the Scimitar will not get her last torpedo until tomorrow.

CMOMcCell says:
CTO: So, does two senior officers discussing ships running over a game of darts and a drink in my quarters classify as a social activity? 'Cause it sounds boring and I wouldn't classify it as one. ::big grin::

CTO_Bucha says:
::sees readout on torpedo inventory monitor:: Self: What?

CTO_Bucha says:
::rolls eyes:: CMO: You know, that sounds good...if we could ever get away from here. ::sarcastically::

CMOMcCell says:
CTO: Sounds good, huh? Remember, it's really boring...

Host AGM-Rob says:
############ Pause Scimitar Mission ###############
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